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1.
The spectre of war with Russia looms large in the imagination of European and American
policymakers in 2022. Since both Russia and NATO-states US, UK and France have
nuclear arsenals, the nuclear threat has also returned to the forefront, despite the
numerous analyses of many observers over the last decades that nuclear weapons had
become irrelevant. The Russian invasion of Ukraine in 2022 has reawakened thinking in
terms of risks and ‘escalation’. German Chancellor Olaf Scholz offered such a rationale
when he refused to send German tanks to Ukraine.1 US President Joe Biden has been
more willing to supply the besieged Ukrainians with heavy arms, but he too has selfimposed limits to avoid poking the Russian bear.2
Clearly, Putin’s Russia is engaging in brinkmanship and one-sided escalation of the
conflict in Ukraine, and thus the risk of escalation must therefore be taken seriously.
Keeping citizens and territory safe is the task of NATO and its member-state
governments. At the same time, European and American accommodation and
acceptance of Russian aggression and threats are a recipe for further escalation from
the Russian side and a problematic international precedent to set. As such, we do not
advocate acquiescing to Russia, and we maintain that substantial aid to Ukraine is
important to help a state and people in need, and to oppose Russian aggression.
Simultaneously, however, preventing intentional or accidental escalation through prudent
crisis management must accompany this course of action.
Concretely, we ask: which pathways of intentional or unintentional escalation exist
between Russia and NATO as a consequence of the war in Ukraine? By “thinking about
the unthinkable”3 through the exploration of six escalation scenarios, we identify
preventative policies to avoid escalation to major war, potentially even with nuclear arms.
This snapshot explores scenarios of both intentional and unintentional escalation to the
nuclear level. It primarily explores the escalation paths resulting from Russian initiative.
Still, escalation is often a two-sided and iterative process between adversaries, and as
such, the risks of Western actions play a role throughout the scenarios.4
First, we explore three scenarios of intentional escalation: (1) a subversive (cyber)
campaign against the West that can cause widespread damage; (2) a Russian
conventional military strike on NATO supply lines to Ukraine, or on NATO assets; and (3)
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Russian use of a low-yield, so-called “tactical” nuclear weapon in Ukraine. The Kremlin
could take such escalatory steps in order to deter the West from further aid to Ukraine
and sanctions against Russia. NATO would face a choice between two evils – lessening
support for Ukraine or escalating with the risk of large-scale destruction.
Second, we consider three scenarios of unintentional escalation between Russia and the
West: (1) a Russian attack based on erroneous intel; (2) accidental targeting of NATOassets; and (3) a Western or Russian attack on the other sides’ dual-capable (nuclear
and conventional) command and intelligence systems. In the unintentional scenarios, for
reasons of space, we will focus primarily on the Russian side. Still, escalation is often a
two-sided and iterative process between adversaries, and as such, the risks of Western
actions play a role throughout the scenarios and we recognise that unintentional
escalation could also result from the NATO-side.

Given the catastrophic potential results of both deliberate and inadvertent escalation,
preventative measures must be a high priority. The first step in this effort is to take brief
dive into the literature on escalation.
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2.
Escalation is “an increase in the intensity or scope of conflict that crosses threshold(s)
considered significant by one or more of the participants”.5 Most of the scholarship on
escalation was strongly shaped by the Cold War, but recently a new strand emerged in
the context of the potentially destabilising effects of emerging technologies and growing
geopolitical tensions.6 Escalation can be conceived of along both a vertical and a
horizontal dimension.
For vertical escalation, the metaphor of a ladder is helpful: the lower rungs include nonviolent tools in a conflict such as economic sanctions; higher are minor cyberattacks,
and, again higher, conventional skirmishes. As adversaries climb the ladder further, they
engage in large scale conventional warfare, and the upper sports of the ladder are
occupied by nuclear war if one or more actors possess such weapons.7 In horizontal
escalation, adversaries do not escalate in a like-for-like manner: a cyberattack may be
reciprocated with sanctions or with a conventional counterattack. States have agency in
how they escalate; however, they do not control how their adversary interprets their
escalation. States that escalate can lose control or unintentionally cross lines. To further
unpack the concept of escalation dynamics, we distinguish three categories of
escalation: intentional, inadvertent and accidental.

Escalation, or a threat to escalate, is an intuitive and millennia-old strategy. In the context
of it being used intentionally, it can be subdivided into instrumental and suggestive
escalation. In the Ukraine War, the recent Russian decision to deploy heavy artillery and
massive heavy reinforcements in the fierce fighting in the Donbass region was an
example of instrumental escalation to gain an upper hand. Russia’s nuclear signalling is
an example of a threat of suggestive escalation to achieve political and psychological
effects.8 Important characteristics of intentional escalation are that the escalating state
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is in control, and that the steps are perceived as escalatory by all parties involved.
Adversaries can manipulate when and how to escalate in order to achieve their political
and military goals, they also manipulate the thresholds, the so-called “red lines”, they set
for what counts – according to them – as escalation. One can communicate a threshold,
but if the adversary does not believe that a crossing of that threshold will result in
significant negative effects, he can still cross it. Thus, the threshold needs to be clear,
and the threat of retaliation for its crossing equally clear and backed up by real
capacities. Alternatively, one can remain intentionally vague about the escalation
threshold, in the hopes that the adversary will err on the side of caution. If an adversary
crosses a threshold, the state that established the threshold either has to accept the
new situation and its consequences; or communicate a new threshold and raise the
stakes in the hopes of (re)establishing deterrence; or actually carry out the threat and
escalate.
In the Russian-Ukrainian War, Putin’s invasion of Ukraine crossed the US and Europe’s
communicated threshold (although that threshold was clearly not backed by a pledge
that they would intervene militarily), as did his repeated nuclear sabre rattling. At the
same time, the Kremlin has communicated thresholds to the West, warning against
Western interventions and tampering with the conflict. Russian behaviour can also be
described as brinkmanship: “manipulating the shared risk of war”,9 where a state uses
escalatory behaviour and rhetoric while being vague about the exact threshold that
would lead them to climb the escalation ladder further. Brinkmanship strategies can be
used to coerce an adversary into risk-avoiding policies and compliance; when even
nuclear weapons are involved as the highest escalation ‘rung’, those risks are high
indeed.
Given the continuously rising stakes surrounding Ukraine, it is important to note that
brinkmanship can spin out of control. This is referred to as unintentional escalation –
which is outlined next.

Unintentional escalation can be subdivided into inadvertent or accidental forms. The
former entails that the escalating party takes steps that are not intended as escalatory,
but are regarded as such by the opponent. This can, for instance, transpire as a result of
a misunderstanding and unclear signalling between adversaries, or from unintended side
effects experienced by the opponent.10 Accidental escalation refers to conflicts spiralling
out of control due to actions beyond the direct control of leaders and governments or
due to their decisions being based on faulty information. Examples include failing
Command and Control (C2) when troops in the field make mistakes and autonomously
attack enemy targets without orders or authorization to do so. In the sections below we
offer three examples each for both intentional and unintentional escalation.
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3.
In the context of the war in Ukraine, President Putin and his regime have clearly engaged
in intentional armed escalation against Ukraine, have crossed the West’s escalation
thresholds – triggering sanctions – and have threatened with armed escalation against
the West as well. From the war’s start, the Kremlin has sought to deter the West from
helping Ukraine, with threats of decreasing natural gas deliveries, most explicitly through
its nuclear sabre rattling. Whether as a result of Putin’s threats or due to other factors
such as the unwillingness to sacrifice own troops, the West has indeed refrained from
staging an armed intervention on the Ukrainian side.11 However, in Russia’s view, the US
and Europe have also escalated since the war’s beginning in February. The actions of
NATO-states and their allies can be best described as helping Ukraine to the extent
possible without triggering a full-blown war with Russia. Western governments are
probing the Kremlin’s thresholds with the combined impact of tightening sanctions
packages; (support for) cyber operations;12 heavier weapon deliveries to Ukraine and
training Ukrainian forces on how to use them;13 intelligence support to the Ukrainian
government and its forces; as well as the Finnish and Swedish accession process to
NATO; 14 and the EU-candidate status of Ukraine and Moldova.15 The US and Europe are
slowly but steadily climbing the escalation ladder if measured by the thresholds that the
Kremlin has formulated.16
This is not to necessarily to say that the West should not take such steps. As stated
above, aid to Ukraine and resistance against Russian aggression is important. Rather, the
implications of the observations above are that Russian leaders are weighing whether
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their escalation thresholds are crossed. They could decide that Western actions are
seriously threatening Russia’s strategic goals and that the West is insufficiently deterred
by Russia’s current threats, that regime can decide to raise the stakes. The more
effective American and European support is for Ukraine on the battlefield, and the more
effectively Western sanctions hurt Russia’s military ability, the more Putin could
intentionally escalate the conflict. Below, three scenarios for such intentional escalation
are explored.

In order to deter the West, Putin’s Russia could directly target the West by intensifying
its cyberattacks and public influencing campaigns, combined with other impactful types
of subversive attacks such as assassinations of dissidents, and the sabotage of
underwater infrastructure. Hostile actions below the threshold of war (‘hybrid warfare’ or
‘grey zone warfare’, with plausible deniability) have been a key element in Russia’s
strategy against NATO over the past decade.17 In doing so, Russia can impose costs on
the US and Europe. This would force American and European leaders to make a costbenefit decision. First, they could acquiesce, by scaling down the aid and sanctions in
order to preventing further damage to their own societies. Or second, they could defy
Russia, continue existing policies, and accept the damage. The damage from massive
cyberattacks or sabotage of critical infrastructure – such as crucial subsea cables could paralyse societies and have serious societal, political, and military repercussions.
The effects of such massive ‘sub-threshold warfare’ start to resemble actual warfare
more and more.18 American and European leaders could respond through a third route,
namely by retaliating and climbing the escalation ladder as well. They have started to
formulate escalation thresholds for subversive attacks. The head of the British armed
forces Admiral Radakin has warned that Russian targeting of crucial underwater
communication cables could be considered an “act of war”.19 NATO has signalled that
massive cyberattacks can trigger the alliance’s collective defence mechanism in the
cyber domain and potentially even in the physical domain.20
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Still, the Russian leadership can decide to take the risk. If both sides continue this
determined and retaliatory stance, the two sides would enter a ‘tit-for-tat’ action-reaction
cycle, resulting in serious structural damage to societies involved.21 As widespread
damage blurs the line between subversive attacks and actual warfare, Western leaders
could then threaten with, or actually carry out, limited military escalation in the hopes of
breaking the cycle.22 As such, a massive Russian subversive campaign has the potential
not only do widespread damage, but could eventually also bring Russia and the West to
the brink of direct armed confrontation.

The Kremlin has already threatened the West with escalation if NATO forces involved
themselves directly in Ukraine, to coerce the West to stopping the arms deliveries to
Ukraine.23 Given the fact that the US and Europe have continued the deliveries, Russia
could consider a missile strike on Western arms convoys, airports, ports or other assets
directly involved in these supplies to shore up the credibility of Russian coercive threats.
Similarly, given the significant effect of Western intelligence assistance to Ukrainian
operations,24 Russia could also target NATO’s reconnaissance assets, such as
reconnaissance planes that operate close to Ukrainian and Russian airspace and over
the Black Sea.25
But for Russia, this would be a very risky strategy. How NATO would respond is
uncertain. Historical examples show that such attacks are particularly dangerous during
a crisis. For instance, the Soviet downing of an American U2 reconnaissance plane near
Cuba during the Cuban Missile Crisis (1962) worsened the crisis that brought the world
to the brink of a (thermonuclear) war.26 If Russia were to accept these risks and engage
in a limit attack against NATO assets, the West could alternatively: (1) scale down arms
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shipments and intel, which de facto rewards Russia’s escalation; (2) it could continue
supplying arms and other aid, thereby risking further Russian attacks on Western military
personnel; or (3) it could retaliate and signal Western resolve, risking further escalation.
Particularly, if the attacked country – for instance Poland or Romania – is a NATO
member state, it can attempt to invoke the collective defence Article 5 of the North
Atlantic Treaty. Since its inception, Article 5 has been understood as the ultimate
American guarantee to European states, which potentially includes escalation to the
nuclear level.

In the context of the Ukraine War, it is unlikely but not impossible that Russia would use
so-called “tactical” low-yield nuclear weapons.27 It seems particularly unlikely that Russia
would strike Western assets or territory with nuclear weapons, since the US, UK and
France have the ability to respond with nuclear means. However, there are paths for
limited Russian use of low-yield nuclear weapons against and in Ukraine. Based on the
assumption that small nuclear strikes – limited in death toll, destruction and radiation –
will not lead to uncontrollable nuclear escalation, Russian doctrine outlines the possibility
of such limited strikes in order to freeze a conflict.28 Limited nuclear escalation strategy
is designed to have military, political and psychological effects. For NATO, ironically, this
should not be unfamiliar terrain; during the Cold War, when the conventional balance of
power was the reverse of the current situation, NATO employed the same doctrine to
make up for Soviet and Warsaw Pact conventional preponderance. NATO would
deliberately climb the escalation ladder with limited nuclear strikes against Warsaw Pact
troops, in order to signal to the Soviets that NATO was ready to cross the strategic
nuclear threshold and force the Soviet Union to negotiate.29
Russian rhetoric and the use of dual capable weapon systems in military exercises over
the past decades has given reason to believe that Russia could also use its selective
nuclear strikes concept in aggressive operations.30 The Russian strategy in the 2014
Crimea Crisis, and in the failed 2022 Blitzkrieg to take over Ukraine, both followed the
playbook of swiftly creating a military fait accompli. In response, either the target state
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and NATO acquiesce to the new reality or they must accept the risks of further
escalation if they attempt to return to the territorial status quo ante.31
An air-burst detonation of a low-yield nuclear weapon above Ukraine would send a
powerful signal that Russia believes its vital interests to be at stake and that it is ready to
cross the ‘nuclear threshold’ to defend them. Though it could be used to destroy a
Ukrainian military or civilian target, the primary purpose would be political and
psychological. The objective for Russia would be to coerce Kyiv into concessions and
deter NATO from any further involvement. However, any nuclear use would be an
unequivocal crossing of international normative and political thresholds. It would likely
cause many countries that are currently non-aligned in the Ukraine conflict to turn away
from Russia. In most conceivable circumstances, the costs for Russia would be too
great, but if Ukrainian counter-offensives threaten to overrun Russian forces, Ukraine
destroys targets on Russian territory,32 or Russia already is entirely isolated
internationally, the Kremlin’s calculations could change.
Russian nuclear use would be a catastrophe in and of itself, but it is also dangerous
because of the uncertainty about the US, British, and French response. There would be
few proponents of substantial retaliation against Russia, not only to avoid further
escalation, but also because there is no formal obligation to defend Ukraine. However,
American and European leaders would also be apprehensive about not responding to
Russia’s breaking of the nuclear taboo at all. Doing nothing or backing down would
reward Russian nuclear aggression - a disastrous international precedent. To prevent
Russia or other nuclear states from using the same nuclear ‘escalate to de-escalate’ in
the future requires a serious signal. Responding with a nuclear strike against Russia
would likely be considered too dangerous, but conventional attacks at Russian assets
elsewhere, such as Russian forces in Syria and at sea, would be in the realm of
possibility.33 Yet, even such a lower-intensity response still brings multiple nuclear-armed
powers into direct military conflict. Such a crisis, with nuclear weapons as a Damoclean
sword dangling over leaders’ heads, could quickly escalate beyond the control of the
parties involved. Mutual understanding and trust between Moscow and NATO capitals is
at a historic low, particularly in the nuclear domain, heightening the risk of
misinterpretation and miscalculation.34
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4.
Up to this point, we have discussed how escalation follows deliberate choices by
adversaries. Yet, bellicose rhetoric intended for domestic audiences, attacks on
conventional targets that increase uncertainty, as well as other actions can add to the
volatility of the standoff. These elements are also available in the Russian-Ukraine War,
whether in the form of threats from the Kremlin, increases in NATO’s conventional
presence in the eastern member states, or statements by the U.S. Secretary of Defense
Austin that America intends to permanently ‘weake[n] Russia’.35 The presence of not
one, but multiple triggers that can lead to miscalculations, heightens the risk of a perfect
storm that leads to escalation.36 We offer three such scenarios below.

Great powers are constantly collecting intelligence on other major powers. In
brinkmanship-type stand-offs, when time and information on the other side’s capacities
and intentions are particularly of the essence, intelligence agencies and armed forces
will be particularly active. Yet, in such circumstances of high stakes, uncertainty and low
mutual trust, decision-makers are particularly prone to confirmation bias of malign intent
on the part of their adversary and likely to disregard information to the contrary.37 Military
manoeuvres or troop concentrations can be interpreted as a preparation for an attack
rather than a military exercise. For example, in 1983, during the highest Cold War
tensions since the Cuban Missile Crisis, Soviet leaders were alerted that NATO was
conducting a nuclear attack procedures test. Historical research has shown that the
Kremlin may have wrongly suspected this exercise was a NATO pretext for nuclear war
preparations - a misinterpretation that moved the Kremlin dangerously close to a
preventative nuclear strike.38
Similarly, wrong information can be interpreted as correct, particularly if it points towards
hostile intentions from the adversary. Also in 1983, a Soviet strategic early warning
system reported on incoming nuclear missiles from the US. The system’s commander
suspected a system error and did not report the warning to his superiors, quite possibly
saving the world.39
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Intelligence failures and miscalculations, coupled with low trust and little mutual
understanding, can also take place in the context of the current stand-off over the war in
Ukraine.

In the fog of war, mistakes can happen. In the context of the heightened military
presence in the region, Russia and NATO countries can accidentally target the others’
assets, as a result of ineffective Command and Control (C2) or failing military systems.
For instance, the accidental or unwarranted downing of a Western airplane –civilian or
particularly military – by Russian or pro-Russian troops could trigger an escalation to
war. This has happened before; Russian forces (probably erroneous) downed civilian
airliner MH17 above eastern Ukraine (2014),40 and Soviet air defences shot down the
civilian Korean Air Lines Flight 007 (KAL007) in 1983 on the edge of Soviet airspace.
Both incidents, rooted in insufficient control of the Kremlin over its local armed forces,
caused and contributed to geopolitical crises.41 This can happen again for instance near
Ukrainian air space or above the Black Sea. Vice versa, NATO-forces could also make
such mistakes. A similar historical precedent is the US Navy’s accidental downing of an
Iranian civilian airliner during the Iran-Iraq War (1988).42
Similarly, Russian or pro-Russian forces could accidentally launch missiles into the
territory of NATO member states – such as Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, or Romania while aiming at Western Ukraine. Russian has already repeatedly attacked Ukrainian
targets near NATO borders.43 The accuracy of Russian missiles has been
underwhelming and it is not farfetched that a missile could land in NATO territory due to
an internal malfunction or due to targeting mistakes by local commanders.
Of course, the most catastrophic but also unlikely C2 failure scenario would be the
unwarranted use of a nuclear weapon. One hopes that the near-catastrophes of the
Cold War have led to nuclear C2 reform in Russia and nuclear-capable NATO states. Yet,
it is difficult to say whether the untransparent nuclear procedures are fail-safe under
high pressure against unauthorized use.
The effect of accidental or unauthorised Russian aggression against Western states is
difficult to predict. It would partly depend on the damage done; if widespread, NATO
leaders could advocate forceful responses. To clarify Russian intentions regarding the
attack, the quality of NATO’s intelligence collection and communication with Russia play
crucial roles. The US has communicated red lines and planned responses, hoping to
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deter risky Russian behaviour; President Biden’s National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan
stated after a Russian missile strike in Western Ukraine that any attack on NATO
territory would prompt a full force response from the alliance.44 An accidental or
unwarranted Russian attack on a NATO F-16 or on Polish territory could therefore not
only lead to outrage and demands for reparations, but could also represent the opening
stage of a rapid spiral of armed retaliation by NATO against Russia.

Within a conventional conflict, a physical or cyber-attack on the adversary’s command
posts, delivery systems, early warning satellites and other systems that make up
Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence (C3I) infrastructure can render
enemy forces and their leadership figuratively deaf, blind, and mute, unable to
communicate among themselves. For obvious reasons, this carries huge benefits during
a war, like the one in Ukraine.
However, C3I-systems used for conventional warfare often also play a key role in
operations in the nuclear domain. Both on the Russian and the NATO sides, space-based
early warning satellites and communication infrastructure are often also used to detect
nuclear attacks, identify nuclear targets, and facilitate communication with nuclearcapable units. Such ‘entangled’ assets, crucial to both conventional and nuclear
capabilities, are a major potential source of inadvertent escalation.45 A cyberattack or a
conventional missile strike disabling mentioned systems renders an enemy blind to
nuclear attacks. Both Russia and the US could interpret such sudden system failures as
a precursor to a nuclear strike or a disarming strike against their nuclear arms. Similarly,
a Ukrainian attack against entangled Russian infrastructure could be misinterpreted by
the Russians as having been carried out or facilitated by NATO and the start of a first
strike on Russia’s nuclear arsenal. A crippling attack against dual-capable C3I-systems
can rapidly undermine strategic stability between Russia and NATO. Technological
improvements had resulted in the fact that over the last decades, the time available to
respond to a potential nuclear attack has become shorter and shorter. Intense time
pressure, unclear information and low trust can lead to disastrous decisions, such as
preventative strikes.
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5.
Given the potentially disastrous impact of intentional and unintentional escalation
scenarios, risk reduction measures to prevent or mitigate escalation are essential.46
Table 1 below summarises the scenarios, identifies goals or causes of escalation in each
scenario, describes escalation pathways and identifies policy implications.
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Our main take-away is that NATO as a whole, and NATO-states individually, must
maintain a balance between distinct objectives: do not cave to unacceptable threats, as
accommodation is a recipe for further escalation from the Russian side. Provide the
Ukrainian government with aid it needs to defend its people and sovereignty. Yet, they
must be careful not to respond to further Russian escalation in kind, and avoid taking
steps that increase overall belligerence and lower the barrier for systemic war onset.
Unity within and between the US and Europe is essential.
Ultimately, European and North-American leaders cannot persuade or deter the Russian
government from choosing to intentionally escalate. That decision is made in the Kremlin.
Yet, to reduce the likelihood and to reduce the protentional effects of any such decision,
they can take a number of measures. Preventing unintentional escalation requires clear
communication of intentions and policies, and a conscious effort to not raise tensions
further.
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Specifically, NATO must take care to:
• Communicate escalation thresholds to Russia, beyond which NATO will respond
in force. This includes a clear commitment to defend NATO-territory. At the same
time, refrain from both escalatory and ambiguous language.
• Maintain a robust military presence on NATO’s eastern border to deter any
Russian aggression against the alliance and its members but communicate
presence and intensions clearly to Russian leadership.
• Continue to signal unacceptability of further aggression against the sovereign
territory of other states and particularly the unacceptability of nuclear use, also in
cooperation with non-aligned states.
• Develop horizontal retaliation options against Russian escalation, including
cyberoperations against non-essential infrastructure and horizontal retaliation
options against Russian assets elsewhere in the world.
• Review and practice procedural preparations for intra-NATO crisis consultation
processes. Communicate to Russian leadership, however, that these are not
preparations for war initiation.
• Signal NATO’s resolve and capacity to swiftly and effectively respond to any
aggression, but at the same time, remain calm and prudent in times of crisis to
guard against escalating to war following an unintended attack.
• Communicate the presence and location of NATO-member state airplanes and
vessels near Ukraine and Russia specifically, to prevent misidentification and
misreading of intentions. This does not apply to weapon transfers to Ukraine.
• Invest in detection systems, attribution systems, intelligence capabilities to
prevent misattribution/misunderstanding of e.g. incoming missiles or
cyberattacks.
• Disentangle C3I-systems for nuclear and conventional use.
• Draw a clear line between supplying weapons to Ukraine on the one hand, and
actual NATO military involvement on the other. Do not supply arms that require
NATO-member forces to operate them (e.g. Patriot SAM-batteries). Do not order
NATO-forces to engage in direct warfare with Russian forces. Keep a publicly low
profile about arms deliveries.
• Strengthen resilience and deterrence against covert attacks (cyber, subsea,
etcetera).
• Make sure the Moscow-Washington hotline is functioning, even if current Russian
leadership shows little interest in using it.

